Latest news about the sulfurtransferase protein family of higher plants.
Sulfurtransferases/rhodaneses (Str) comprise a group of enzymes widely distributed in all phyla which catalyze in vitro the transfer of a sulfur atom from suitable sulfur donors to nucleophilic sulfur acceptors. The best characterized Str is bovine rhodanese (EC 2.8.1.1) which catalyses in vitro the transfer of a sulfane sulfur atom from thiosulfate to cyanide, leading to the formation of sulfite and thiocyanate. Plants as well as other organisms contain many proteins carrying a typical rhodanese pattern or domain forming multi-protein families (MPF). Despite the presence of Str activities in many living organisms, the physiological role of the members of this MPF has not been established unambiguously. While in mammals these proteins are involved in the elimination of toxic cyanogenic compounds, their ubiquity suggests additional physiological functions. In plants, Str are localized in the cytoplasm, mitochondria, plastids, and nucleus. Str probably also transfer reduced sulfur onto substrates as large as peptides or proteins. Several studies in different organisms demonstrate a protein-protein interaction with members of the thioredoxin MPF indicating a role of Str in maintenance of the cellular redox homeostasis. The increased expression of several members of the Str MPF in various stress conditions could be a response to oxidative stress. In summary, data indicate that Str are involved in various essential metabolic reactions.